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A INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The image of the lawyer as the hommes des lettres or „man of letters‟ is no longer an 

element of contemporary cultural imagination. Until the latter part of the 19
th

 century 

the lawyer was considered a professional interested not only in law but also literature, 

politics and philosophy. Voltaire, for instance, trained in law but used literature as a 

means of polemic. His writings engaged with civil rights, democracy in France and 

theories of government through the media of poetry and prose.
1
 Montesquieu also 

trained as a lawyer but engaged with philosophy and political thought throughout his 

career.
2
 This was central to the conception of the law both in Europe and the 

Americas. Law was not considered an autonomous discipline, but rather something 

more akin to an art form. Literary allusion and philosophical musing were 

interspersed with deductive logic in judicial decisions. It was not until law came to be 

imagined as a body of rules to be applied to particular factual situations in an ascetic 

fashion, that it came to be seen as wholly separate to the arts. Law became akin to a 

science and subject to its own insular discourse.
3
 But this vision did not go 

unchallenged for long. Calls for the inclusion of the social sciences
4
 or literature

5
 

within the legal curriculum surfaced in the early years of the 20
th

 century. Members of 

the judiciary have also frequently taken a stand against this autonomy of the law by 

quoting poetry and prose in their written decisions to illustrate and support their 

arguments.
6
 

The Law and Literature movement is one element of this revolt. It grew to 

prominence in the USA in the 1970s. Since its birth a large number of sub-currents of 

thought have arisen within this field. This article will focus on the narrative strand of 

this movement which sees the law as an entity constructed of stories told by various 

actors in the legal system. It will argue that an understanding of narrative technique 

and literary interpretation is vital to modern legal education. Literature and narrative 
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must benefit from an integrated teaching method in all modules of the typical law 

school curriculum and particularly in the new and increasingly popular clinical 

education courses. This is a simple and practical means of ensuring that true 

interdisciplinarity exists between these two fields. 

This article will use four concrete examples, taken from topics on a typical 

undergraduate curriculum, to illustrate the importance of an integrated approach to 

literature and narrative in legal education. First, the role of the Victim Impact 

Statement in the legal system will be examined. Secondly, the depiction of the lawyer 

as a storyteller. Thirdly, the discussion of the role of the jury in the legal system. 

Finally, the understanding of the role of the lawyer in her first meetings with the 

client. This article will conclude by arguing that an understanding of narrative is of 

vital importance to the daily professional life of a lawyer. 

Before examining the substantive employment of literature and narrative in the 

law school, it is necessary to deal with some preliminary arguments concerning 

interdisciplinarity in general and the law and literature movement in particular. The 

following section also outlines a particular vision of interdisciplinarity which will 

ensure that the correct balance between doctrinal study and innovative teaching 

methods is maintained.  

 

 

B OBJECTIONS TO INTERDISCIPLINARITY IN LEGAL 

SCHOLARSHIP 

 

 

The Law and Literature field is frequently criticised for its perceived lack of true 

interdisciplinarity. Baron argues that the connection between law and literature is 

highly elusive and that scholarship in this area is characterised by a „compare and 

contrast‟ mentality.
7
 The questions asked by scholars tend to be „What can literature 

say about law?‟ or „What can the law learn from literature?‟
8
  According to Baron this 

highlights the tendency of academics in this field to oppose and therefore privilege 

one or other of its components. In doing so the law comes to be seen as a barren 

monolith of rules and doctrine while literature is glorified as the source of meaning in 

human life, bursting with colour and potential.
9
  

Interdisciplinarity in the law has also been criticised by Anthony D‟Amato 

who claims that interdisciplinary study has no „cash value‟ for students.
10

 By 

extension he argues that the „opportunity cost‟ of such educational models is too great 

for any institution to justifiably focus on this area. He also points to the actual 

impossibility of such study and the fact that it may in reality dilute doctrinal study of 

the law. He notes the increasing trend in American Law faculties towards employing 

candidates holding PhD qualifications in disparate domains such as economics, 

anthropology, psychology or literature, in addition to the traditional JSD. D‟Amato 

argues that as it would be impossible for any scholar to maintain expertise in two 

                                                 
7
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8
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9
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wholly divergent areas it is difficult to see how useful cross-pollination of disciplines 

can actually occur.  

But, it is submitted that interdisciplinarity does not necessarily equate to symbiosis. 

There is no need or desire for the law to influence literature. That is not the purpose of 

the enterprise. Rather, it is argued, literature is a tool to be employed in the pursuit of 

greater understanding of the law. It is unnecessary for the same level of expertise to 

be required in both domains. It is not expert knowledge but rather appreciation of 

another discipline which is useful in such interdisciplinary movements. 

D‟Amato also appears to overlook the potential benefit of employing 

candidates trained in two different modes of reasoning. Employing two different 

perspectives in the pursuit of an understanding of the law can only serve to open the 

legal mind to alternative and innovative arguments. He places too great an emphasis 

on the insularity of disciplinary discourse and it is submitted, credits such movements 

as law and literature with more ambition than they actually possess. As stated above, 

such movements do not wish to influence each other in a symbiotic fashion. There is 

no desire to breach the „inherent insularity‟ (if this can actually be said to exist) of 

disciplinary discourse and no urge to challenge the „disciplinary identity‟ of a 

particular field, which D‟Amato argues is self protective and intentionally created. 

The law and literature enterprise is simply concerned with gleaning relevant and 

useful information from literary discourse in order to facilitate an innovative reading 

of the law. 

Equality and mutuality of benefit are not primary concerns of this movement, 

but neither is the idea of invasive intrusion into another field of study. Rather there 

will usually be some form of subtle, but mutually respectful, hierarchy between the 

disciplines concerned. The secondary discipline (Literature) will be seen as a tool 

which can be used to tinker with the mechanics of the primary discipline (Law). That 

is not to say that this author agrees with the „opposition thesis‟ of Baron which was 

outlined above. This idea is too combative in nature and does not account for the 

respect which scholars of one discipline show to the discourse of another.  

Rather than wholly discard the law and literature enterprise, it is suggested 

that there is a simple and structural solution to many of these critiques; the true 

integration of literature and narrative within the undergraduate legal curriculum.  

 

 

C THE NARRATIVE EXAMINATION OF THE VICTIM IMPACT 

STATEMENT IN THE IRISH LEGAL SYSTEM 

 

 

The use of the Victim Impact Statement (VIS) at the sentencing stage of the criminal 

trial in the USA and other jurisdictions has been the subject of much examination and 

criticism, particularly since this involvement of the victim is indicative of a possible 

move towards a tripartite legal system. Recent developments in this area of the law 

such as the repeal of section 5 of the Criminal Justice Act 1993 by the new Criminal 

Procedure Act 2010
11

 and the provision of a new framework for the regulation of the 

use of the VIS, highlight the currency of discussion in this area. But, as some 

commentators have pointed out, the new scheme leaves a number of questions 
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unanswered.
12

 The category of persons allowed to make such statements has been 

extended
13

 and issues surrounding the publication and broadcast of such statements 

have been dealt with.
14

 But questions such as who should guide the victim through the 

construction of the statement and, crucially, the weight which should be given to the 

statement in the analysis of the court have been largely ignored.
15

 There is also no 

reference to the permitted content of the statement. It is argued that a narrative 

analysis of the VIS is relevant in any discussion of these issues.  

The narrative deconstruction of a VIS is important in understanding why it has 

the effect that it does. The language and register used, the person presenting the 

statement and the stage of the trial at which it is read, will all influence its effect. A 

study of the VIS from this perspective, by deconstructing the micro-structure of its 

language, will allow us to come to a greater understanding of the effect of such 

techniques on the typical legal actor. Arguably, should a narrative analysis of such 

statements indicate the questionable use of subliminally persuasive language, then 

general guidelines as to the construction of the statement would be required. These 

would be followed by the victim and also by the person nominated to advise her in the 

writing of the statement. This would ensure that there is no indirect and detrimental 

effect of such statements on the requirements of due process.  

The possibility of examining the effect of the VIS from a narrative analysis 

perspective has been little referred to in this jurisdiction. Gearóid Carey makes a 

narrow reference to it, describing it as allowing the decision making process to 

become more „empathetic‟ and the parties to speak a language which is normal, not 

„exclusive‟ like legal language.
16

 This however seems to be a reductive vision of the 

potential of narrative analysis in this field. While facilitating the engagement of the 

non-lawyer with the legal system is a desirable benefit, the potential for analysis here 

is much greater.  

One of the most well known examples of the VIS is that of Mary Murphy 

which was read aloud during proceedings against those who stood accused of 

unlawfully killing her son, Brian, outside a Dublin nightclub.
17

 If this text is detached 
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from the sad reality in which it is founded and analysed from a purely narrative 

perspective, the force of its story is very clear. Mrs Murphy describes the „primal‟ 

love one has for one‟s children.
18

 She addresses those accused directly and says that 

had she been there when „Brian was savagely kicked and beaten to death‟ then the 

perpetrators would not have succeeded because „you [the accused] would have [had] 

to kill me first.‟
19

 She introduces her son, who has been „dehumanised‟ by the trial 

process, to the court.
20

 She employs a composite of stories, anecdotes and images 

which are a mother‟s memories of her son and the life he lead. Mary Murphy went on 

to describe her son‟s „free spirit‟ and how she felt „brutalised‟ by the trial process.
21

 

The use of emotive language, the first person narrative form, the direct „you‟ form of 

address to specific persons, the strategic employment of strong adjectives and the use 

of clear imagery are all elements of a carefully constructed, and therefore hugely 

impactful, narrative. The last lines spoken by Mary Murphy, included the phrasing 

„[t]ruth is lost here. Brian is lost here. I am lost here.‟
22

 Phrases such as this are highly 

memorable and emotive. This narrative or rhetorical device, the triptych or „rule of 

three‟ has been used for countless generations and its impact is unquestionable. For 

instance, Anthony‟s speech in Shakespeare‟s Julius Caesar (Act 3 Scene ii Line 73) 

begins: „Friends, Romans, Countrymen...‟ setting the scene for a carefully constructed 

political polemic. Julius Caesar himself employed this mechanism in his Commentarii 

de Bello Gallico (Commentaries on the Gallic War) which is written in the form of a 

third person narrative and is the source of the well known triptych „Veni, vidi, vici‟ or 

„I came, I saw, I conquered.‟  

The form that these statements take, the language employed and the tone used 

all influence the effect that they have. It is questionable that the name of the offenders 

in these cases should be remembered in a different way than the court intended due to 

the VIS and the power of the story that it contained.
23

 A balance must be found 

between the protection of due process concerns and the need to give the victim that 

„day in court‟ which is so desperately desired. There must be some way that the VIS 

could be deconstructed, its language examined and neutralised, while maintaining a 

balance between the interests of the victim and the accused. For example the idea that 

the VIS should come from a more neutral source is worth examining.  The option in 

the UK for the presentation of the VIS by a victim advocate should be given some 

consideration.
24

 Narrative analysis is of relevance in this debate and allows not only 

the student but also the legal professional to engage with these issues in an innovative 

manner. 

 

 

D ANALYSING THE LAWYER AS STORYTELLER 
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Each lawyer in a case will have the same facts to deal with. Yet each will argue in a 

different way. She will pick and chose from the facts available, placing emphasis on 

some points and reducing the importance of others in order to construct the best story 

possible to further the claims of the client. A number of narrative techniques are 

employed in this process. 

The lawyer may implicitly use „stock scripts‟ which are familiar to members 

of the „discursive community‟ in order to paint particular figures in the trial process as 

certain well known characters – the villain, the hero, the lone figure.
25

 This 

encourages the decision maker to follow the well known out-come of the script.  

The lawyer will also focus on what some authors call „proto-myths‟, in order 

to add weight to the particular story which she is presenting.
26

 Examples of „proto-

myths‟ include historical events such as 11 September 2001
 
and 1916 which have 

taken on mythical status, with a clear narrative and final moral attached to it. Jonathan 

Yovel points to the use of a myth surrounding the invasion of a rural farming 

settlement by Arab imposters in the Supreme Court of Israel. This story could only be 

truly understood by the Zionist community to which it was aimed. This parallel with a 

stock script, known to the community, will result in an attraction of the decision 

makers towards a similar conclusion to that in the well-known myth. 

One example of this in an Irish context, it is argued, is the picture painted of 

the defendant in The People (DPP) v Nally.
27

 The residue of such a proto-myth can be 

seen in the Court of Criminal Appeal judgment. The picture is painted of the lone 

farmer, in the rural community, farming the land that he and his family had for 

generations, before being invaded by the typical rogue character, the usurper, the 

wrongdoer. Such stories have a long history in Ireland and have become part of our 

cultural imagination; for example the play The Field by John B Keane deals with 

themes of the outsider, boundary disputes, territoriality, the nature of legal truth and 

social justice as a remedy for the impotence of the law.
28

  

The narrative analysis of judicial decisions challenges the law student to 

question not just what the law is, but the processes which have created the law in its 

present form. It is also of use in clinical legal education allowing students to examine 

skills employed by the advocate in court. In addition it facilitates debate on certain 

ethical aspects of courtroom advocacy. Where are the boundaries to be drawn in the 

use of such narrative techniques? Should they be permissible or are they an 

interference with due process considerations? An understanding of the mechanics of 

the courtroom and the factors which may have influenced the bench in coming to a 

particular decision is also an important guide for the law student in coming to her own 

interpretation of the meaning of „truth‟ within the legal system. Is there a unique and 

correct answer to every set of facts when applied to the law? Since this is arguably not 

the case, the law student should be encouraged to learn what the legal requirements of 

truth actually are. By engaging in such analysis the law student learns more than 

doctrine (what the law actually is), she comes to understand the processes of the law 

(why the law is the way it is).  

 

                                                 
25

 AG Amsterdam and R Hertz „An Analysis of Closing Arguments to a Jury‟ (1992) 37 NYL Sch L 

Rev 55. 
26

 J Yovel „Running Backs, Wolves and Other Fatalities‟ (2004) 16 Law and Literature 127. 
27

 The People (DPP) v Nally [2007] 4 IR 145. 
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E NARRATIVE AND THE JURY 

 

 

The narrative analysis of the functioning of the jury is important in two main respects. 

It can be used as a purely academic exercise, for example a critique of the role of the 

jury within the legal system. But it can also be used in the context of clinical legal 

education as a means of educating the law student about the way in which the 

advocate in the courtroom interacts with the jury. This interaction is most direct 

during the advocate‟s closing remarks to the jury. It is at this point that a large 

difference can be seen in the techniques used by the defence and prosecuting counsel. 

In a study by Anthony G Amsterdam and Randy Hertz some years ago the authors 

outlined a number of these techniques in detail.
29

 Firstly, they focused on the common 

macro-structure of the closing arguments. These normally started with praise for the 

jury in approaching the matter in the correct state of mind and proceeded to a 

summary of the testimony, of the opposing counsel‟s arguments and of the gaps in 

those arguments. Then an expression of confidence in the good judgement of the 

jurors and a reference to the higher values at stake in the case was made. But it is the 

micro-structure of the language used which is most interesting. 

In any trial both counsel wish to create a rapport with the jury, but they will 

achieve this in very different ways. The defence counsel wished to establish a 

dialogue with the jurors by addressing them directly in the „you‟ form of the verb. 

This is a means of engaging the jury in a relatively informal conversation with the 

advocate. The jury would become an active participant in the trial process. In this way 

the jurors would be allowed to open their minds to the possibility of reasonable doubt. 

However, the prosecution wished to avoid any possibility of an exchange of ideas.  

Imagination and dialogue were aligned with speculation, something which the jurors 

would be charged to avoid by the judge. The prosecution rather wished to „discuss‟ 

the matter in a one-sided way with the jury.
30

 The jury were required to apply the law 

to the facts, in a scientific and syllogistic fashion. Any broadening of the mind would 

be considered inappropriate and a breach of their duty to the law. In the narrative of 

the prosecution the jury had no active role, only a passive and mechanical application 

of the law to the facts as presented, in order to avoid any room for reasonable doubt to 

arise. 

The authors also noted that the role of the jury in each story was radically 

different. The defence counsel made use of a classic narrative, a stock script in order 

to bend the jury to her way of thinking. She placed the jury centre stage as the 

protagonist and hero of the piece, faced with various challenges and being forced to 

rely on his own good character in order to come to the best resolution. As the authors 

point out, this is one of the best known scripts in folklore and exists in many instances 

in this jurisdiction, for example Cúchulainn. It is therefore a very transferable 

technique.
31

 In this narrative the jurors would be rewarded for successful completion 

of the task, a decision well-made, with admiration by the discursive community or 

audience of which they were part. Such an understanding of the functioning of the 

jury and the role of the advocate in this relationship gives the student a further 

platform from which to criticise this element of our legal system. 

                                                 
29
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It would be very difficult for even the best advocate to structure her closing 

arguments (as well as her behaviour throughout the whole of the trial process) so 

minutely as to be aware of every element of the microstructure of her speech, the 

verbs used, the adjectives and nouns, the narrative links, the subtleties and emphases 

placed on various areas. In addition, in order to avoid the charge of encouraging the 

jury to speculation, the techniques the advocate employs must be implicit, must work 

at a subliminal level. They must remain within the boundaries of due process 

considerations. If the typical advocate is not aware of these techniques then it is 

arguable that they should be studied and learned in the law school. Ethical concerns 

may also exist regarding the possible manipulation of juries through the use of such 

techniques. For instance it has been highlighted that even a slight change in the 

syntactical construction of a sentence can result in a completely different inference 

being drawn by the jury.
32

 The statement made by the lawyer before the jury thus 

moves from being legitimate to illegitimate. The problem is that this form of 

manipulation may already be occurring, yet it goes unnoticed by the majority of 

players within the legal system. It is argued that the unseen weapon of narrative 

technique should be transformed into a usable tool by training the law student in its 

employment. Or if such techniques are to be considered illegitimate then a capacity to 

recognise them is necessary in order for legal actors to police their use. 

 

 

F THE LAWYER IN THE CLINIC – ‘JUSTICE AS TRANSLATION’ 

 

 

The narrative study of the role of the lawyer in her clinic and in particular in her first 

meetings with the client can serve the law student in many ways. It allows her to learn 

how to deconstruct and reconstruct the story she is hearing from or telling to the 

client. It teaches her how to better understand the substance and structure of the story 

and also how to reconstruct the story in a medium suitable for court room presentation 

and in the way that will best further the client‟s goals.
33

 But an understanding of 

narrative may also hold potential for the ethics of the legal profession as a whole.  

 

 

1 James Boyd White and ‘Justice as Translation’ 

 

 

Storytelling teaches the law student how to best realise „justice by translation.‟ This 

concept was developed by James Boyd White. He defines „translation‟ as „an art of 

recognition and response, both to another person and to another language.‟
34

 He 

                                                 
32

 M Pan „Strategy or Stratagem: The Use of Improper Psychological Tactics by Trial Attorneys to 

Persuade Jurors‟ (2005-2006) 74 U Cin L Rev 259. The author uses the example of a question asked to 

a witness in the form „The defendant is not a friend of yours is he?‟ and notes that this implies that the 

person concerned is an enemy. This is contrasted with the question „The defendant is not an enemy of 

yours is he?‟ which, it is noted, is more neutral indicating that the person concerned is neither an 

enemy nor a friend of the witness. This author also suggests that a more active role for the jury could 

go some way to solving this problem. She notes that in the past the juror was permitted to ask questions 

of the advocate and wonders whether a return to this system would be favourable. The advantages and 

disadvantages of such a system are outside the scope of this article. 
33

 C Grose „Storytelling across the Curriculum: From Margin to Centre, From Clinic to Classroom‟ 

<http://ssrn.com/abstract=1469028> (7 March 2011). 
34

 J Boyd White Justice as Translation (University of Chicago Press 1990) 230. 
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describes the process of translation as carrying the translator „to a point between 

languages, between people...where the differences between them can be more fully 

seen and more nearly comprehended.‟
35

 He argues that this vision of translation is not 

merely a model or analogy for justice but that it is also a means of effecting justice. 

Law and justice have at their core the formulation of „right relations, both between 

one person and another and between a mind and the languages it confronts.‟
36

 This is 

recognition that the law is not only a linguistic discourse, characterised by a specific, 

institutionalised form of language, but it is also a human discourse. It is centred on 

interpersonal relationships between legal actors and subjects of the law. Boyd White 

states that translation, as an art, is driven by a deep desire to understand. But it is also 

centred on an ethical requirement to do justice to the meaning of the text to be 

translated. It is this ethical ideal which is central to this ideal of „justice as 

translation.‟ This idea is, or should be, the core of the lawyer‟s professional task. It is 

a systematic process by which the goal of justice can be furthered. 

When in a meeting with a client, or more generally when a citizen interacts 

with the legal system, there are two languages being used. First, the language of the 

citizen telling her own story (the text to be translated), and secondly, the legal 

language of the court room (the target language). This latter text is born of a 

conservative institutional framework with its own particular culture and internal rules 

of procedure. The lawyer, in order to best understand the language of the client, must 

begin to learn his language, thus there is an element of translation from one language 

system to the other. This translation, like any, can never be perfect. White argues that 

it is through the creation of a third language, which is an integration of the two other 

language systems, that the needs of both will be best understood or „justice by 

translation‟ will be realised.
37

 There is a practical imperative for the conceptualisation 

of justice in this manner, it is of importance in the day to day professional life of the 

lawyer.  

But this is not the only purpose of such a concept. Examining justice in this 

sense allows us to understand that there is another way of looking at how justice is 

done. It is important that the lawyer removes herself from the conservative 

institutional framework, of which she is part – the legal system, and views the 

workings of that system from an external perspective. The law must do justice to all 

parties but the legal actor cannot ensure that this happens if she has no understanding 

of what the word „justice‟ means to a person outside of the system.
38

 This is similar to 

the idea that cultural power tends to be invisible to the person exercising it. The 

person subject to racism or sexism or homophobia will see instances of these 

phenomena in places where the persons or people who actually exercise it, though not 

intending to, do not. It is from this general phenomenon that „justice as translation‟ 

                                                 
35

 ibid 230 (emphasis added). 
36

 ibid. 
37

 J Boyd White „Translation as a Mode of Thought‟ (1991-1992) 77 Cornell L Rev 1388, 1391.  He 

states that 

... the process of interviewing clients and witnesses, [should be] seen not simply as 

bureaucratic „intake‟ or as the occasion for emotionally supportive (or destructive) 

behaviour but as an essential part of all lawyering ... this kind of teaching would 

insist ... on bringing to the surface of attention some sense of the different ways in 

which the stories of cases we read could be told in different languages and voices ... 

[a] sense of ordinary language, ordinary life [is] not just ... a matter of intellectual 

curiosity or political ideology but ... an important part of training in the activity of 

lawyering. 
38

 ibid. 
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draws its main strength – an ability to view the world and its workings from the 

perspective of „the other‟. 

 

 

2 The Study of Literature – A Vehicle for the Understanding of ‘Other’  

 

 

Learning what the perspective of the other actually is can be done through reading 

expressions of that perspective in literature. The work of Maya Angelou or EM 

Forster could for example be used to gain insights into the perspective of the black or 

gay communities and their relationship with the law. The benefits of such study of 

narrative and literature have been criticised by many authors. Baron argues that 

focusing solely on a literature of the oppressed or the „other‟ is where many law and 

literature courses fall into the „antagonistic dichotomy‟ which tends to privilege one 

element of the interdisciplinary movement over the other.
39

 Such courses become 

overly politicised and lose sight of their original aims. Careful selection and careful 

use of texts should avoid this problem. Baron described the use of literary texts to 

gain insight into the perspective of the „other‟ as the „moral uplift‟ rationale for the 

study of literature in the law school.
40

 She describes it as the argument that lawyers 

rely to such a great extent on syllogistic reasoning and propositional logic that there is 

a fundamental imbalance in the law. To correct this requires reliance on more 

concrete, emotional and intuitive forms of understanding. Literature is often seen as 

the vehicle for this process of learning. Baron notes a number of problems with this 

reasoning. First, she points out that it is possible that a student will read literature and 

learn no morals from it. Secondly, she states that it is probable that any work of 

literature could be used in this means since it is rare that a work of literature would 

have no moral message of any kind. Therefore, it is impossible to decide where the 

canon begins and ends. Thirdly, she rightly notes, that if works of literature are taken 

solely from the traditional, „classical‟ canon an accurate image of the perspective of 

various „others‟ would not be acquired. This is because a number of different voices 

are traditionally excluded from this canon.
41

 Finally, she points to the lack of 

consensus between scholars as to the message to be taken from particular works.  

These arguments can be refuted individually. The argument that a student may 

read literature and not take any morals from it can be countered with the cynical but 

arguably true statement that many students read material of all sorts and will never 

learn anything „useful‟ from it. The potential breadth of the range of literature which 

could be chosen from in the construction of a syllabus is not a true argument against 

this „moral uplift rationale.‟ It merely supports the idea that a study of literature would 

do away with the idea of a universal perspective on the law. It would allow the law 

student to appreciate the full range of „other‟ perspectives that exist. Diversity is not a 

weakness but a strength. The „restrictiveness of the canon‟ argument is unlikely to be 

given much room to breathe since many judges have frequently made reference to 

works which do not normally conform to this canon, recent quotation of Harry Potter 

                                                 
39

 Baron (n 3). The phrase „antagonistic dichotomy‟ is employed by Katie Rose Guest Pryal to describe 

the tension between the two fields of law and literature which was noted by Baron. „Law and Literature 

and Interdisciplinary Copia – A Response to Skeptics‟ <http://ssrn.com/abstract=1479270> (7 March 

2011).  
40

 Baron (n 3) 1064. 
41

 Examples of groups traditionally excluded would be women, queer writers and post-colonial writers. 
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and The Philosopher’s Stone from the English judicial bench illustrate this point.
42

 A 

judicious inclusion of „literature of the oppressed‟ and careful structuring of the 

syllabus should avoid both the problem of under-representativeness and the potential 

politicisation of the curriculum. The lack of consensus between scholars as to the 

meaning to be extracted from a particular text is not in itself a flaw since this is the 

very nature of academic debate. The law and literature movement is in the very early 

stages of growth. Debate and therefore disagreement are necessary for its 

development. These counter-arguments are all attractive in nature, but they are also 

superficial. 

There is however a fundamental problem with the basis of Baron‟s argument. The 

author again ascribes too great a level of ambition to the movement. The law and 

literature enterprise does not and should not seek to encourage moral „uplift‟ in its 

students. It should not prescribe a particular morality which its students must attain. 

Its goals are much more modest. The law and literature enterprise should seek to 

encourage moral „engagement‟. It is the process of addressing and examining the 

moral and ethical perspective of another person which is key to the development of 

the young lawyer. The student should take a new openness to the possibility of the 

existence of „other‟ perspectives from a study of literature, rather than an 

understanding of the exact contours of that perspective. It is submitted that this goal is 

of larger and more universal importance than the simple understanding of a specific 

cultural, temporal or even personal vision of the law. It is of course beneficial to know 

and understand the difficult relationship that exists between the characters of 

Dickens‟s Bleak House, for example, and the law. It is more important still for the law 

student to understand the reasons for this lack of harmony. But it is vital and of 

paramount importance for the law student to appreciate the possibility of the existence 

of this different, „other‟ perspective.  More importantly still, it is imperative that the 

student be capable of accessing, evaluating and reacting to that other perspective. It is 

this ability, which can be learned through reading literature and narrative, which will 

allow the future lawyer to realise a true „justice by translation‟. The student must be 

shown that language and its use is in itself an ethical performance. It carries with it 

the concurrent ethical responsibility to the person on whom it will have the most 

effect, to take into account his or her perspective on the world when we speak on her 

behalf.
43

  

 

 

3 Narrative Role Play – A Second Vehicle 

 

 

                                                 
42

 Majorstake Ltd v Curtis [2008] 2 WLR 338.  On the construction of the word „premises‟ the court, 

per Lord Scott of Foscote, stated  

Harry Potter, we are told, received letters addressed to him at „The Cupboard under 

the Stairs, 4 Privet Drive, Little Winging.‟ „The Cupboard under the Stairs‟ might 

have constituted „premises‟ for the purpose of letters from Hogwarts but for the 

purposes of the construction [of the legislation concerned] a normal use of the 

English language must be assumed.   

 

The author is indebted to Mark Coen, Adjunct Lecturer, Trinity College Dublin, for bringing this point 

to his attention.  
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 C Cunningham „The Lawyer as Translator – Representation as Text: Towards an Ethnography of 

Legal Discourse‟ (1991-1992) 77 Cornell L Rev 1289; J Boyd White „What can a Lawyer Learn from 

Literature?‟ (1988-1989) 102 Harv L Rev 2014.  
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This idea of „justice as translation‟ could also be taught by using a form of role play. 

One student takes the role of the client and tells her story to another student, playing 

the role of the advocate. The advocate then retells the story to more students acting as 

judge or jury. At the end of the session all the students debrief comparing how the 

story was changed and manipulated by the different actors in the system.
44

 Then the 

reasons for these changes are examined – for example, did the advocate feel the need 

to make the language of the client more sophisticated? This could lead to an 

examination of relationships of power and subordination in the law and to an 

understanding of the ethical responsibilities of the advocate.
45

 Boyd White himself 

recognised the essential difficulty with this concept of „justice as translation‟. That is, 

the challenge to „give it [justice as translation] meaning not at the level of concept or 

theory but in literary and intellectual practice, in our speech and conduct. This is the 

task of the art that unites justice and translation.‟
46

 The study of literature and 

narrative as well as the judicious employment of certain techniques derived from 

theatre and drama can act as vehicles in overcoming this difficulty. 

Such a conception of the practice of law allows the lawyer to see her own 

weaknesses, to understand why exactly it is so difficult for him or her to see the 

matter from the client‟s perspective, the perspective of the other.
47

 This is something 

which not only benefits the lawyer in an idealistic vision of improving the „democracy 

of the law‟, of remedying patterns of subordination in the law,
48

 but which can also be 

of benefit to the lawyer in today‟s market place. The lawyer who listens to the client, 

but also sees exactly what it is that the client wants and needs – this is an edge that 

any corporation would be glad to have. This puts paid to the „lack of cash value‟ 

arguments of some critics of Law and Literature.
49

 

 

 

G CONCLUSION 

 

 

The possible application of literature and literary theory in the typical undergraduate 

law curriculum is wide. It is important however that it be used in such a way as to 

avoid the main criticism of the movement which was put forward by Baron. This 

article suggests that a practical means of avoiding the „antagonistic dichotomy‟ 

between law and literature is to use literature as a teaching tool, integrated into every 

area of the curriculum. The examples above also demonstrate that literature or a 

literary reading of law is not only useful in traditional academic courses, but also in 

clinical legal education. One particular author in this field has suggested that literary 

skills are just one of a „copia‟ which should be made available to the law student.
50

 

Narrative analysis of the law becomes just one tool in her kit, from which there are 

many others to choose. It allows the lawyer to escape from the overly restrictive 

constraints of doctrinal analysis and propositional discourse which have traditionally 

                                                 
44

 This is a game with the same essential idea as the children‟s game of „Chinese Whispers‟ or as it may 

be known by those who have studied the drama Perspectives. It is given in a slightly different form 

here but is based on a game explained by Grose (n 33). 
45

 Cunningham (n 43).  
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 White (n 34) 269. 
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 Cunningham (n 43) 1393. 
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 ibid. 
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been characteristic of the law. It allows her to realise true „justice as translation‟ in her 

everyday professional life.  

 


